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Since its launch 25 years ago, Homebuilding & 
Renovating has become the go-to resource for 
anyone creating an individual home — from those 
building their own homes, to those undertaking 
a major renovation, conversion, extension or 
improvement to an existing property.

We’re a broad church, covering a 
wide range of projects and budgets, 
and key to the success of the 
magazine is the unique mix of  
design ideas, inspiring homes,  
cost and supplier information,  
and in-depth technical advice 
provided in each monthly issue.  
Our growing number of dedicated 
subscribers are testament to this.

Just like our audience, who continue to push the 
boundaries in terms of design and technology, 
Homebuilding & Renovating were also early adopters – 
establishing www.homebuilding.co.uk almost a decade  
ago. Today, this successful, well-established website  
spans across mobile, tablet and desktop devices and 
reaches over half a million unique users each month.  
Our print and digital solutions offer a unique way to  
speak to our audience – and combined, a powerful,  
unified multi-platform marketing tool for our advertisers.

Join us in 2016 – it’s going to be an exciting year.

Claire Lloyd Homebuilding & Renovating Editor

Welcome to 
Homebuilding & Renovating
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Early adopters, innovators, legacy makers. 
Our readers are truly unique, spanning the very best of UK 
homebuilding. Check out how we segment our audience  
in more detail…

Affluent 
empty nesters

Growing 
families

Serial  
self-builders

Movers  
& shakers

Fantasy 
homebuilders

They have the time and 
the money to indulge in 
space and luxury, creating 
a lifestyle – enhancing 
home, centred around 
their needs both now and 
with retirement in mind.

Plenty of space and high quality 
design are their priorities and 
they realise that self-building or 
renovating is the best way to 
create a family home tailored 
to their unique lifestyles. 

Ambitious and driven, they will 
undertake a series of renovation 
and self-build projects, becoming 
amateur developers – gradually 
ascending the property ladder 
to achieve their dream home.

Design conscious, wealthy and 
confident, they are in control 
of their life and going places. 
They want an individually 
designed home that reflects 
their status and values.

Successful entrepreneurs, 
senior professionals and 
celebrities, they have made 
it in life and creating their 
dream home in a landmark 
location is the fulfilment of 
another lifetime ambition. 
They want the best and cost 
is no obstacle to obtaining it.
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Practical Advice

Readers’ Homes and Case Studies Self-Build and Plot Finding

Guides to Extensions, 
Renovations and Conversions
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“CHOOSE A GOOD CONTRACTOR”
A decaying semi in London is radically overhauled

The house was in a terrible condi-
tion when I fi rst visited: it had been 
vacant for two years, there was no 

central heating, and it probably hadn’t 
been touched since it was built,” says ar-
chitect James Munro, describing the time 
he accompanied the soon-to-be owners 
on a viewing. What this Edwardian prop-
erty in Wimbledon did have, however, 
was potential.

“The new owners, Simon and Aure-
lia, were very engaged in the process 
and their brief was for a contemporary 
home,” begins James Munro. The result-
ing scheme has seen the existing fl oor-
plan completely overhauled, with two 
side extensions added to provide space 

for a generous open plan kitchen and 
dining area and separate utility and WC 
on the ground fl oor, and a loft conver-
sion o� ering more bedroom accommo-
dation. “There were few internal walls left 
during the project,” says James.

“The adjoining property had already 
been extended, so set the precedent for 
how far we could extend at the rear,” 
continues James. The existing poorly 
built extensions and outbuildings were 
removed to make way for the new single 
storey extensions, with the rear elevation 
further opened up to introduce glazing. A 
render fi nish ties together the new work, 
and provides a modern look. From the 
restored front elevation, however, there 
is little evidence of the dramatic changes.

James undertook a thorough cost en-
gineering process prior to the build going 
on site, in order to ensure the work fell 
within the clients’ budget. “With the prop-
erty having been empty for two years, the 
clients paid VAT at 5 per cent too,” he adds.

Despite careful planning, there was the 

0 1 2 3m

JAMES MUNRO
Architect James is 
Architectural Direc-
tor of Granit Archi-
tects (granit.co.uk)

“
occasional unforeseen event on site. “We 
had dug trial holes, but a new build on 
the adjacent plot had some of the widest 
and deepest foundations that the struc-
tural engineer had ever seen (they were 
almost 3m wide by 2.5m deep), which 
caused some technical di�  culties when 
it came to digging the foundations for the 
one side extension,” explains James.

“Picking a good contractor is impor-
tant,” he continues. “The contractor on 
this project, BTL Property, are very client 
facing and respectful of the neighbours; 
they would even put leafl ets through the 
surrounding doors to inform the neigh-
bours of the next stages.” H
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going on site, preparing a report on the condition of the property. 
Following completion of the work the surveyor will return — thus 
ensuring any damage to the neighbouring house caused by the 
works is accounted for, and rectified. Just as importantly, it protects 
you from bogus claims.

ADDING A NEW BASEMENT
Converting an existing cellar or adding a new basement can be 
another excellent means of introducing floorspace, particularly in 
urban areas where space is at a premium and where the garden 
is limited — this type of project tends to be financially viable 
in high-value areas such as the south-east and London. There is 
also an increasing trend for adding a new extension together with 
excavating for a new basement beneath.

However, addressing your neighbour’s concerns is again key. 
“People tend to be nervous about basements because of the media 
headlines and disaster stories,” says Robert Wilson. “You need to 
explain to your neighbour that you have employed an architect and 
a contractor with experience of this type of project, the plans have 
been passed by Building Control, there is a Party Wall Award, etc. 
There are safeguards in place — both for you and your neighbour.

“There are also plus points to building a basement for your 
neighbour, which you could also raise during the dialogue,” con-
tinues Robert Wilson. “For instance, if you’re building up to the 
party wall, then if your neighbour ever wanted to add a basement 
themselves, then you’ve created a ready-made wall to one side, 
saving them money. It could be good leverage.

“We do have projects which have turned into a joint venture, 
too,” adds Robert Wilson. “For instance, we’ve had homeowners 
discuss a loft conversion with their neighbour, with the neighbour 
then deciding to convert their loft at the same time.”

WHAT WILL IT COST?
So what should you be budgeting for work to a semi-detached home? 
Robert Wilson provides a rough estimate: “A basic refurb (includ-
ing basic wiring and decoration) will cost in the region of £500-
£1,000m2. Adding an extension will cost around £1,500-£2,500m2, 
while basements tend to cost in the region of £2,500-£3,500m2.

“There are however classic elements of a project which can blow 
the budget, like a high-end kitchen, and increasingly AV (audio 
video) systems. Do not forget to factor in VAT too to your cost-
ings,” warns architect Robert Wilson.

“If you don’t have the funds for the entire project, you could 
consider a phased approach,” adds James Munro. For instance, the 
first phase may be a major remodel of the existing house, with a loft 
conversion following on at a later date. The key here is take a holistic 
view and plan for future work; if you’re rewiring and replumbing 
the entire house, then ensure the plumbing and electrics are in 
place in the loft space for ease of conversion. H

Left: Remodelled Interiors
The staircase has been placed to the side, allowing views 
of the garden to be glimpsed upon entering the proper-
ty. Wide openings between the front living area, gener-
ous study area (below) and kitchen (bottom) mean the 
ground floor spaces flow seamlessly into one another

SEE MORE ONLINE
 Can you extend without planning permission?
Visit homebuilding.co.uk/permitted-development
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PROJECT NOTES

Project: 
Contemporary 

extension and 

remodel

Location: 
London

Build time: Mar 

2014 – Nov 2014

House cost: 
£110,000

Build cost: 
£150,000 

Value: £1.1million

New Workspace
The glass fl oor and ceiling lend 

a light and airy feel to Claire’s 
work room. Recessed tracks in 

the fl oor allow her workstation, 
designed by husband Antonius, 
to move from side to side. The 

original bathroom sash window 
adds character to the space

Wubben Apr16.indd   172 09/02/2016   10:03

A Light Touch
Antonius and Claire Wubben have added a striking glazed 

extension to their traditional Victorian home to provide 
space for their growing family

HOMES EXTENSION AND REMODEL

Words: Owen Collins  Photography: Jody Stewart



S
ome 20 years ago, Antonius Wubben, designer and 
joint MD of a bespoke furniture manufacturing busi-
ness, and his wife Claire, a fashion designer, had their 
sights set on purchasing a traditional London terrace.

With thoughts of having a family, they focused their 
search on three particular streets in East London’s 

Tower Hamlets, all in close proximity to the historic and beautiful 
Victoria Park and the surrounding shops and cafes.

A price of £110,000 was agreed for a late Victorian three storey 
home and over time the Wubbens put their mark on the property, 
blending contemporary design with period architecture. 

Roll forward 18 years to 2013 and the home was becoming a bit 
of a squeeze — little wonder with two teenage daughters, Claire’s 
home-based fashion design business and with the general ‘stuff ’ 
which families accumulate over time. 

However, the Wubbens had no desire to move. “We love our 
home, the area and the wonderful community spirit,” explains 
Claire. “It’s what our children know and have grown up with. If 
anything, the energy, vibrancy and overall appeal of the area have 
increased over time.”

Continuing the theme of marrying traditional architecture with 
contemporary design, Antonius, with the help of his architect, set 
about designing an extension, with the aim of accommodating the 
family’s growing needs.

New Meets Old
A two storey glazed and galvanised steel structure 
to the rear left of the property mixes with a more 
traditional brick third story extension to the 
right, providing additional living space and light

THE QUICK READ 

 Furniture designer Antonius Wubben and his wife 
Claire have combined the traditional architecture of  
their late Victorian three storey London home with  
a contemporary glazed extension

 Planners insisted that the original window and  
door openings were kept in place and that the property 
could be returned to its original form if required

 Internally, glazed floor panels flood both  
the new and old spaces with light 
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DOSSIER COSTS

How Much 
to Build?

Mark Brinkley looks beyond the headline costs 
to get a true sense of where the money goes

MARK BRINKLEY
Mark is the author of the best-selling 
Housebuilder’s Bible and an experienced 
builder; he’s just bought another plot

F
or many people, the most 
nerve-wracking aspect of 
a domestic building pro-
ject is trying to make sense 
of the finances. How much 
should you pay for a plot? 

If you buy it, can you afford to build 
the house you want on it? Do you have 
enough money and, if not, is anybody out 
there prepared to lend you some more? 
And if you spend all that money, will it be 
worth it, or will it be a white elephant that 
will never recover its value? 

These are big questions and at vari-
ous points in the process they will come 
to dominate your thinking. There is no 
one guaranteeing you that everything 
will work out fine and there is no Gov-
ernment rescue scheme for distressed 
self-builders. If you get it wrong, the con-
sequences rest with you and your bank 
account. Just the simple realisation of 
the risks involved is enough to put many 
people off self-build or at least to cause 
them to pause for thought about whether 
this really is a good idea. If your finances 
are stretched, your time limited and you 
value your close relationships, you might 
well decide to give it a wide berth and in-
stead find a more conventional answer to 
your housing needs.

But all this worry doesn’t stop the end-
less flow of self-builders. You might well 
ask what defines a self-builder. Optimis-
tic? Certainly. Adventurous? Definitely. 
But not so crazy that they can’t see a 
route through the maze of land buying, 
design, planning permission and con-
struction. If this is madness, there is an 
awful lot of method in it. And there is no 
shortage of good advice about minimis-
ing the risks when it comes to costs.

Most self-build opportunities consist of 
small parcels of land that are planning 
windfalls, such as an infill plot, a back 
garden or a dilapidated bungalow that’s 
not worth resuscitating. 

Some sites are relatively easy to build 
on, while others require a great deal of 
development work to turn them into 
buildable plots. Examples of development 
costs include demolition, awkward site 
access, lengthy service runs, long drive-

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

ways, elaborate boundary requirements and 
taxing planning conditions.

These development costs are not regarded 
as standard building costs. They would nor-
mally be quite distinct and separate from the 
build costs, as indicated in the cost tables 
on page 137. But they still have to be paid 
for. Combine several of these added costs 
together on one site and your overall devel-
opment spend will be much higher than your 
budget, if you base it on £x/m2.

It costs more to develop a site than build costs alone
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“The build costs of our awards houses 
ranged from £333/m2 to £4,000/m2“ 

Building plots and renovation oppor-
tunities are usually valued by estate 
agents. They do this by working out 
how much they think a nicely finished 
house would be worth on the site in 
question and then they subtract what 
they feel would be the cost of building 
this new home. How much ‘fat’ there is 
in the deal depends very much on market 
conditions. In boom times, self-builders 
can expect to pay more for a piece of 
land than it appears to be worth using 
this back-of-the-envelope calculation. 
But in more normal conditions and in 
quieter areas, there is usually an element 
of profit in the land deal.

If you read the introduction to the 
Homebuilding & Renovating cost tables, 
there is a note of caution which states 
that while the bulk of self-builds come in 
within the bounds suggested by the ta-
ble, “self-builders achieve costs between 
£300/m2 and £3,000/m2”. This is borne 
out by the figures we get from our self-
build awards scheme: in 2015, the build 
costs ranged from £333/m2 to £4,000/
m2. The lower totals invariably feature 
people who have undertaken a lot of 
the work themselves; the top end is the 
preserve of cutting-edge architects and 
innovative materials and techniques (and 
usually lots of glass!). 

It’s important to have an understand-
ing about what you want to build and 
why. If your motivation to self-build is 
mostly about saving money, then don’t 
vary too much from the standard devel-
oper’s palette of materials and styles. If 
you want to build something unique 
and different, making some sort of ar-
chitectural statement, then your build 
cost per square metre is likely to be 
well north of the amounts in the HB&R 
cost tables. The tables really only work 
for very conventional builds.

Always look at building opportunities with  
a developer’s eye. Almost all of these added  
costs can be identified early on by a visual  

inspection of the site and a look at the planning 
conditions. While you might have trouble  

attaching a specific cost to them at an early 
stage, common sense will tell you if they are 

likely to be significant. Bear this in mind when 
you bid for a site — some plots are inherently 

easier to develop than others. 

Tip

Tip
Don’t assume that all self-build 
plots come with an element of 

profit built into the asking price. 
They sell for what the market 

will bear, which may have little 
to do with ‘residual value 

calculations’.

BUILDING PLOT 
VALUATIONS

BUILD COSTS

Above: Modern Design
Build costs in the Homebuilding & 

Renovating cost tables deal with 
specification but don’t segment by 

design style. The standard build costs 
tend to be less applicable to more 

bespoke contemporary builds — 
particularly those with unusual roof 

shapes or lots of glazing, or both 
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Loft-Style Living
George and Alexa Ergatoudis’ new brick house may  

appear traditional from the outside, but inside it  
resembles a sleek New York loft apartment

Words: Debbie Jeffery  Photography: Jody Stewart

HOMES SELF-BUILD

Ergatoudis Apr16.indd   142 09/02/2016   09:45

PROJECT NOTES

Project: Self-build

Location: Surrey

Build time: Aug 

2013 – Dec 2014

Size: 285m2

Plot cost: 
£500,000

Build cost: 
£550,000

(£1,930/m2)

Value: 
£1.6million+



Double-Height Spaces
Exposed internal brick 

walls and a double-
height void, supported by 
structural steelwork, give 
the kitchen/dining/living 

area an urban loft feel

Ergatoudis Apr16.indd   143 11/02/2016   17:06

Outstanding Designs Ideas and InspirationProject Planners

DESIGN DIGEST
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This spectacular home on a 
sloping site in Knysna, South 
Africa, by SAOTA, enjoys 
fantastic sea views. Due to 
the building’s orientation 
however, a mid-level 
horizontal sunscreen was 
added to the double-height 
glass façade. With water 
being a critical issue in this 
part of the world too, an 
underground tank has been 
created beneath the garden 
terrace to harvest rainwater 
in order to minimise the 
house’s reliance on the 
municipal water system.

Externally, the house is 
clad in a combination of 
materials such as off-shutter 
concrete, timber, stone and 
exposed aggregate, which 
will allow the building to fade 
into the landscape as it ages. 

Inside, the property is 
entered through the top 
level with a grand staircase 
stepping down into a 
double-height living/kitchen/
dining space with views 
orientated towards the sea. 
A feature spiral staircase 
connects this level to an 
upper-level private lounge 
with master suite, as well as a 
lower-level guest bedroom, 
cinema and living room. 
Two further bedrooms are 
located in an L-shaped 
section of the home. 

ABOVE 
THE COVE

D R E A M  H O M E

19-58 Upfront Apr16 after crash.indd   40 12/02/2016   10:23
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Elevated Outlook
Glazing is in abundance on this South African home, with the 

double-height glass façade inviting in the breathtaking views. 

A mid-level sunscreen offers shade and prevents overheating

UP
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DESIGN

New Home 
Design Ideas15

It’s the little details which make a new house a home. Claire Lloyd shares some of 
the latest design solutions for creating striking exteriors and amazing spaces

‘SLATE’ CLADDING 
Drawing inspiration from the local area and reinterpret-
ing traditional materials and details in interesting ways is 
one means of grounding modern new builds and exten-
sions within the vernacular. This outbuilding, designed 
by Moon Design+Build, is clad in Marley Eternit’s low-
maintenance Thrutone fibre cement slates, which provide 
a contemporary take on vertical slate cladding. “Verti-
cal slating provides continuity between roof and façade 
and is fast becoming a popular architectural choice for 
modern, clean lines,” add the experts at Marley Eternit.

PIVOTING PATIO DOORS 
Move aside bi-fold and sliding doors, the latest glazed patio 

doors do not fold or slide back, but delicately pivot — provid-
ing a large expanse of glass coupled with minimal frames as a 

further benefit. The Vitra Pivot door from IQ Glass, shown below, 
can be specified in widths of up to 2.4m and heights of 3.7m.

15 great design ideas Apr16.indd   102 11/02/2016   17:42
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DOSSIER PROJECT PLANNER
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Self-build 
Project Planner

However you’re getting it built, you’ll need to know how a house is constructed. 
Here it is, week-by-week — along with a checklist of things not to forget

SIX WEEKS PRIOR
 Obtain quotations from 
service suppliers, pay them  
and book them
 Organise warranty
 Arrange site insurance
 Inform all prospective 
tradespeople of your schedule
 Construct lockable insulated 
box and fix water standpipe
 Check lead-in times 
for main orders
 Identify plant providers
 Identify tipping facilities
 Advise building control 
and warranty inspectors of 
commencement
 Ensure electricity and 
water is on site (usually 
arranged months in advance)

PREPARE SITE
 Ground-
workers create 
site access
 Clear site 

and strip vegetable soil; stacking 
material to be retained out of the way
 Set up site hut and equip with 
drawings and safety equipment
 Set up toilet
 Secure lock-up/lorry container 
(hired in or purchased) to be positioned
 Water board to bring supply 
to stopcock on boundary
 Plumber to connect water standpipe 
 Surveyor marks out building 
on cleared site and transfers 
the lines to profiles well clear 
of any construction work
 Bring in bricks and blocks and 
stack clear of future construction
 Set up mixer station close to 
cement store and sand heap

FOUNDATIONS/
OVERSITE
 Groundworkers 
excavate foundations
 Wait for approval 

of building control and warranty inspectors
 Position any reinforcement bars, 
mesh or cages in the trenches
 Position any compressible material or slip 
membranes required within the trenches
 Lay ducts for services to enter 
through the foundations
 Arrange foot scaffold if necessary and 
shutter for any steps in the foundations
 Pour concrete footings and tamp to level
 Obtain approval from building/
warranty inspectors to proceed
 Bricklayers build up foundation 
blockwork to damp-proof course
 Install cranked air vents
 Install drainage exit lintels
 Fill cavities with lean-mix concrete 
to level with external ground level
 Bed and lay damp-proof courses, linking 
these with any Radon membranes or barriers

START SUPER- 
STRUCTURE  
 Groundworkers to 
dig service trenches 
and lay pipes and 

ducts to proposed stopcock/meter positions
 Load out concrete floor beams 
to each bay and position
 Install drainage and vent 
pipes, proud of the oversite
 Infill floor beams with blocks
 Lay coursing blocks and 
position ventilator grilles
 Brush grout 
 Arrange for building control/
warranty inspection
 Commence building superstructure
 Install templates for future 
windows and doors, etc.
 First lift of scaffolding required 

SUPERSTRUCTURE
 Bricklayers continue 
superstructure 
brickwork  
and blockwork 

including work on any chimneys
 Install and bed lintels 
including fireplace lintels
 Install flue liners as work proceeds
 Build in meter boxes for gas and electricity
 Electrician to install temporary consumer 
unit within electricity meter box 
 Service suppliers to carry out 
their work to the boundary
 Plumber to reroute water 
supply to stopcock position
 Electricity providers to install 
meter and connect
 Second scaffolding lift required
 Arrange crane to lift first floor 
beams onto each bay and position
 Position plasterboard batten clips
 Lay infill blocks 
 Brush grout 

SUPER- 
STRUCTURE
 Continue building 
superstructure to 
wallplate level

 Third and then fourth lift 
of scaffolding required
 Wallplate to be scarfed, bedded and tied 
down with proprietary wallplate straps
 Warranty inspection sometimes required          
 Carpenters to build end 
trusses as templates
 Continue building up gable 
ends and chimney
 Additional lifts of scaffolding 
required at the gable ends
 Plumber to fit lead flashings, 
trays and skirts to chimney
 Plumber to install vent pipes and flashing 
skirts as they come through the roof
 Bricklayers to top out and fit chimney pot
 Bricklayers to point chimney flashings  

WEEKS
 

6-7

WEEKS
 

4-5
WEEK

 

2

WEEK
 

3

WEEK
 

1
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In a Nutshell

89,000 readers Issues a year 
+ seasonal 

supplements

12
Dedicated 

subscribers

35%

 Thousand in 
circulation

24

Who are the readers?

92%92%
own 

their home

average 50k-60k 
household income

£
project value

£120k

 36% female

64% male 

age  
55-64

Homebuilding & Renovating magazine is a complete guide to 
creating an individually designed home. Each monthly issue contains 
inspirational case studies of successful homebuilding projects, with cost 
and supplier information, as well as expert advice and design ideas. 

The magazine is essential for anyone setting out to build their own home, 
or undertaking a major renovation, conversion or improvement to an 
existing property.

Call Jackie Sanders on 01527 834426 
or 07899 882370, or email  

jackie.sanders@centaurmedia.com  
for a detailed rate card  

and specifications
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Shareable Project Area

Searchable Sourcebook

Unique Case StudiesPractical Advice

Homebuilding & 
Renovating Digital

Social Engagement

Interactive Build Cost Calculator
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In a Nutshell

Social media 
followers

Active email 
database

130K

47k+
No.1 website for 

self-build and 
renovation

#HBRshow16

500,000 unique 
website visitors 

a month

#1

Who are the users?

Our website is the No.1 site for anyone interested in creating their 
dream home through self-build, renovation or conversion. 

Whatever our audience want their project to be, they’ll be sure to find  
help through our digital offering, spanning mobile, tablet and desktop, 365 days  
a year. With continually updated content, our searchable sourcebook features  
a full list of specialist suppliers, expert advice as well as a unique interactive 
build-cost calculator. 

Call Jackie Sanders  
on 01527 834426  
or 07899 882370,  

or email jackie.sanders@
centaurmedia.com for  

a detailed rate card  
and specifications
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use the site 3 
times per month

use the site 
alongside the 

magazine*

98k

50%



Client Testimonials
Ultraframe digital campaign

Ice Energy digital campaign

“The past two months has seen the Ultraframe website receive the 
highest amount of leads since we launched our lead system in 2009 
and we believe the advertising with Homebuilding & Renovating 
played a large part in this. Our results have shown that during the 
times when your dedicated broadcasts and mailers were sent out, 
they proved more successful than the TV campaign. We saw a larger 
spike in web visits than with our TV adverts.”

Ultraframe Digital Marketing Manager

“We have been delighted in the response to our email campaigns with 
Homebuilding & Renovating and the targeted leads it continues to bring 
us. We started with the e-marketing campaign tentatively to see what 
measured response we had and it is now one of our biggest activities and 
something we have consciously invested in when setting our marketing 
campaign for the year.”

Kloeber PR & Marketing Assistant

“Having traditionally used Google PPC to generate enquiries 
for our business, we have now taken the opportunity 

to reallocate our spend to Homebuilding & Renovating 
and suspend our Google campaigns. The enquiries we 

have received via our ongoing work with Homebuilding 
& Renovating to date have been both cost-effective and 

of better quality. Homebuilding & Renovating have a 
range of solutions and opportunities, combined with a 
helpful and friendly sales and design team, which offer 

better, more targeted access to our core market as well 
as ongoing support and assistance. As such, we have 

now agreed an ongoing, dedicated schedule for 2016.”

Head of Marketing, Ice Energy

Kloeber email campaign

For more information, please contact: 
Jackie Sanders: jackie.sanders@centaurmedia.com 01527 834426

2 Sugar Brook Court, Aston Road, Bromsgrove B60 3EX


